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Mobile operators have had a decade to deal with the knowledge 
that they could no longer control or monetize most of the services 
running over their networks, as the world moved to over-the-top 
offerings. Now they have to cope with the additional realization 
that they may not control the networks themselves forever ei-
ther. Of course, the dream of a market with no cellcos, no walled 
gardens and no long term spectrum licences will remain a dream 
for many years, perhaps indefinitely. But the share of wireless 
services which ride on cellco-controlled networks will fall, put-
ting pressure on access and value added service revenues.  
 
Mobile operators have generally played a strong hand in bringing 
the anarchic public WiFi under their own control via ‘carrier 
WiFi’, offload and Hotspot 2.0, but that was only the first skirmish 
in the war to control the networks. Now they face attacks on 
three key fronts – telcos and cablecos harnessing WiFi as an al-
ternative to cellular deals; Google building its own infrastructure 
and threatening to create a huge WiFi cloud of its own; and vari-
ous firms building dedicated networks for the internet of things 
(IoT), one of the cellcos’ biggest hopes for new LTE revenues. 
 
Events this week have taken place in all three of these areas of 
threat to cellcos’ ROI plans for LTE.  
 

 
A decade ago, Google was vocal in the thinking that Wi-Fi hot-
spots, meshed into dense urban networks, could be a viable alter-
native to cellular (for data at least – even now, mobile voice really 
is a step too far). The business case for the much-vaunted ‘muni 
WiFi’ didn’t really work out, and despite its own build-outs in Sili-
con Valley, Google did not emerge as a mass-scale hotspot de-
ployer and slayer of cellcos. 
 
But that doesn’t mean it left its old visions behind. The search gi-
ant is investing heavily in building networks, mainly in the US 
and some emerging markets, using fiber, balloons and unlicensed 
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